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0. Introduction
Carol C. Mock (1982) has recently shown that Chocho, a language spoken

in Oaxacan, Mexico which belongs to the Popolocan branch of the Otomanguean
family, is an active-static language. We will present evidence here that
Amuzgo, a language from a distinct branch of that same highly diversified
family is also an active-static language, though in not an entirely
parallel way. Whi/-?, our goal is primarily descriptive, we will also
consider some general issues posed by active-static languages and the light
thrown upon them by the Amuzgo data.

1. Chocho
We will begin by presenting a summary of Mock's data. Chocho has a set

of dependent pronouns which, in the first person and in the second person
informal, distinguish two forms which Mock calls active and inactive. These
are shown in (1) on the handout. (We have substituted numbers for her tone
diacritics; 1 is a low tone, 2 is a mid tone, and 3 is a high tone. A
hyphen indicates an affix, and an equal sign indicates a clitic.)

(1) Dependent pronouns of Chocho
active

1 exclusive
1 inclusive
2 informal
2 formal
3 human kin formal
3 human kin female-
3 human kin male
3 human formal
3 human informal female
3 human informal male
3 diAmestic animal
3 fruit
3 object

ia2
nit
nu2
gas
ril

ri2
bas
rut
ga*

inactive

=ma2
=mi2
=mi2
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The active forms are used to represent the subject of a transitive verb, as
tlio in (2) on the handout, as well as the subject of an intraLeitive verb when
11) the subject controls the action voluntarily, as in (3).

(2) bi2-kte2-ei=mi2 'I saw you'
asp-SEE-lexclact=2infinact
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AMUZGO -- SMITH STARK and TAPIA GARCIA 2

(3) d-a*ste-a3 'I arrive'
asp-ARRIVE-lexclact

The inactive forms are used to represent the direct object of a transitive
verb, again as in (2), or the subject of an intransitive verb which expres-
ses an involuntary action or process, as in (4).

(4) d-eaeomma3 'I fall'
asp-ARRIVE-lexclinact

With some intransitive verbs, as in (5) on the handout, it is possible to
form contrastive pairs which distinguish the control exercised by the
subject over the action, depending on whether they are used with active or
inactive pronouns.

(5) a. d-as?xi5-as 'I descend' (controlled action)
asp-DESCEND-lexclact

b. d-aa?xi2=ma3 'I descend; I am lowered'
asp-DESCEND=lexclinact (involuntary action)

Intransitive verbs thereby fall into three groups -- those which take
active pronouns to mark their subjects, those which take inactive pronouns
to mark their subjects and those which can take pronouns of either type,
with a corresponding difference in meaning. Examples of some translations
of the verbs in these classes are given in (61 on the handout.

(6) a. active intransitives -- arrive, sleep, sing, cry, be
(located), dance, come, go, whistle, fight, run, stand up,
change, get out of the middle, come with, be cold, be thirsty,
feel lazy, be afraid, be happy, be sick, find oneself

b. inactive intransitives -- fall, cough, be (locatmd), shiver,
burn, slide, die, stay, be/exist, howl, get drunk, get stuck,
be hidden, yawn, be sleepy, faint, fall from above, get lost,
stay quiet, be consumed, boil, fall apart, sneeze, exit

c. ambivalent intransitives -- descend, grow, get well, move
aside, wash one's head

2. Active-static languages
The characteristics just described for Chocho identify it as an

active-static language, or what is also sometimes called an active-stative
language, an active-inactive language, an agentive-nonagentive language, or
simply an active or agentive language. That is, it is one of several
possible types of language according to a classification which has
generated considerable interest, not to mention far-flung speculation, for
nearly one hundred years, and which includes among its better known types
nominativeaccusative languagevi and ergative-absolutive languages.
Furthermore, it is an example of a particularly interesting and rare type
of active language which possesses, to use Dixon's (1979, p. 80)
terminology, fluid subject marking.

At the beginning of this century, this classification, which we will
refer to as a morphosyntactic case-marking typology, was a topic of great
interest with regard to both the origin of language -- ergative languages
were thought by some to be more primitive in an evolutionary sense -- and
what Sapir called ethnopsychology -- people speaking ergative languages
were supposed to have a passive vision of the world. Sapir (19171, in his
brilliant review of Uhlenbeck which appeared in the inaugural issue of
!JAL, wisely counseled that such specuLation was premature and advocated in

3



AMMO -- SMITH STARK and TAPIA GARCIA 3

its stead a concentration of effort on the morphological and diachronic
aspects of the typology. In this same review, he also mada an important
contribution to our understanding of the case-marking typology by including
a table where he distinguished, non-exhaustively, five types of language
based on the relative marking of subjects and objects in transitive and
intransitive clauses. A slightly modified version of his table is
reproduced as (7) on the handout.

(7) Sapir's case-marking typology (slightly modified)

type

ergative-absolutive
active-static
objective-agentive-
subjective

nominative-accusative
undifferentiated

transitive intranstive subject transitive example
object inactive active subject

A A B Chinook
A A B B Dakota
A B C Takelma

A B B Paiute
A A A Yana

Sapir, at least, clearly considered this typology of fundamental
importance for the characterizing of a language, part of its "structural
genius". For example, in his famous Enclyclopedia Britannica article in
1929, he gives a brief sketch of each of his six North American
superstocks, and in five cases includes information on morphosyntactic
case-marking -- Eskimo-Aleut and Penutian are ergative, Nadene and
Hokan-Siouan are active, and Aztec-Tanoan is accusative; only
Algon in-Wakashan is not so classified. However, interest in such issues
seems to have waned during nearly half a century, at least in the United
States, not reappearing until the beginning of the seventies as an area of
theoretical concern. This renewed interest has focused especially on the
syntactic implications of the typology, which had previously been discussed
in primarily morphological terms. There was also much improved descriptive
material produced and resulting conceptual advances, such as Silverstein's
clarification o4 the nature of the antipassive voice and his analysis of
various types of split ergativity (cf. Silverstein 1976).

However, this recant flurry of activity has been concerned above all
with ergative languages. Active languages are still relatively unexplored;
and to the extent that they have, been discussed, they have generally been
treated as manifesting a kind of split ergativity based on the semantic na-
ture of the verb. For example, such is Dixon's position in his excellent
review article on ergativity (1979), in spite of the fact that Sapir, in
the aforementioned review, considered a similar position to be the weakest
part of Uhlenbeck's paper.

On the other hand, interest in active-static languages per se has been
stimulated recently by relational grammar in general and particularly by
the gnaccusative Hypothesis, whereby Perlmutter and Postal (Perlmutter
1978, Perlmutter and Postal 1984) have proposed that the initial stratum of
all languages has an active-static structure. That is, they argue that some
intransitive verbs occur with initial subjects (what they call an
unergative stratum) and others occur with initial direct objects (what they
call an unaccusative stratum). This view is more akin to Sapir's (1917, p.
85) proposed analysis of active languages, whereby he suggests that such
languages have some intransitive verbs without subjects but with direct or
indirect objects. Perlmutter and Postal (1984) havo also adopted
provisionally what they call the Universal Alignment Hypothesis, which
claims that the distinction between unergative clauses and unaccusative

4
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clauses is universally predictable from the meaning of a clause.

In the light of Mock's C:ndings in Chocho, then, and these rather
general remarks on active-static languages; let's turn now to the situation
in Amuzgo.

3. Amuzoo
Amuzgo, like Chocho, is an Otomanguean language; it is spoken by some

15,000-25,000 people, the majority monolinguals, in the states of Guerrero
and Oaxaca, Mexico. Amuzgo is sometimes included as part of the Mixtecan
branch of Otomanguean, but in most recent work, it has been treated as an
independent branch of the family. The dialect described here is that spoken
in San Pedro Amuzgos, Oaxaca by Fermin Tapia.

Amuzgo has a complex phonological system, which is summarized in (8) on
the handout.

(S)

voiceless stops
voiced stops
africates
fricatives
nasals
lateral
rhotic tap
rhotic trill
semiconsonants

closed
half closed
half open
open

labial lamino-
dental

(p)

d
tz

m n
(1)

r

(rr)

Consonants
apicoden- alveo- palatal velar glottal
tialveolar palatal

ty
dy

Vowels
Oral

palatal velar

e o

a

Syllables: 4"4"CO(V)V(')t.

ch
x

y

k

9

w

Tones
Nasal high controlled 5

palatal velar high ballistic 53
rising controlled 35

en on mid controlled 34
On on mid ballistic 3

an falling ballistic 31
low controlled 12
low ballistic 1

Note: Phonemes in parentheses appear to be marginal or limited to
loan words.

It is a basically monosyllabic language in the sense thD each syllable
typically includes a single lexical root morpheme, though words are often
formed by compounding roots in such a way that the first root in a compound
represents a generic category which is then further specified by the root
which follows. There is also a tendency to simplify non-final syllables so
that initial syllables tem.! to become brief and semantically empty,
somewhat obscuring the monosyllabic nature of the language as we have
described it. Word inflection consists of a small number of categories
which are simplistically summarized in (9) on the handout.

(9) noun inflection: plural - NOUN STEM -. possessor
verb inflection: tense/aspect/mood - VERB STEM - subject

Number and tense/aspect/mood are prefixed and person is suffixed. However
the formal expression of these categories involves a great deal of
suppletion and morphologically conditioned internal modification and
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fusion, resulting in an extreme degree of irregularity. Indeed, Amuzgo
morphology is so irregular that we have been tempted to call it a lexical
language; that is, a language where the ideal seems to be for each form to
have an idiosyncratic individuality rather than for it to be productively
generatable. Derivation is virtually non-existent, being limited to
versives and causatives, which are illustrated in (10) and which in fact
might be best analyzed as compounds or relatively tightly knit syntactic
constructions.

(10) a. versive formation
ndimjan's 'darken'
ndiojndye* 'abound'
ndioswi's* 'get sick'
ndinje's 'wake up'
ndiesil 'wrinkle'

< jane 'dark'
< jndye3 'many'
< wi's* 'be sick'
< kje'* ?
< kissis 'wrinkled'

b. causative formation
tziexua* ' nan"xua0 'shout'
tzisskissto* ' nan'skilsti* 'sharpen'
tzkui'* ' nan'skui's 'empty'
tzko3' ' nan'sko* 'burn'

< xuao ?
< tea 'sharp'
< wi'3 'empty'
< ko3 'burn'

There are, however, a number of phonologically and semantically similar
roots which seem to attest to some non-systematic, residual or frozen
derivational processes. Some ftxamples are given in (11).

(11) a. Jnd61
b. jnda=

nda0
nta*

c. tyio3
d. ndui34

'grass'
'lake'
'water'
'liquor'
'put (on top)'
'come loose'

jndes* 'woods, wilds'
jndae '(big) river'
nda'e 'get wet'
ndal*/nda's 'bathe (1/2 sg)'
tyion* 'put (inside)'
ndui'' 'leave, exit'

In Sapirean terms, Amuzgo could be called a uimple mixed-relational
symbolic-fusional mildly synthetic language (12), and syntactically, it
belongs to Greenberg's Zapotec type, presented in (13).

(12) Sapir's typology: simple mixed-relational symbolic-fusional
mildly synthetic

(13) Greenberg's typology: VSO/Prep/NG/NA (= Zapotec type)
(numN, Ndem, NRel)

Speaking impressionistically as descriptive linguists, Amuzgo has been
the hardest language we've had the good fortune to work on. Furthermore, we
have seen no signs of complications in one area being compenseted for by
simplifications in other areas. The phonology is extremely challenging, the
morphology defies coherent analysis in a most stubborn way, and from what
little we've seen of the syntax, it is not especially simple.

At the beginning of this century, one of Mexico's pioneer linguists,
Francisco Belmar (1901), published the first known grammar of Amuzgo, where
he notes that (pp. 32-33)

El verbo en el idioma Amuzoo comprende dos grandes divisiones.
19 Verbos nwatros cuya signi4icacion primordial es evolutiva, esto

es, verbos que xpresan hacerse, verificarse, volverse 6 suceder algo
independientemente de una action determinada y ajena de la voluntad 6
accidn del sujeto, ya sea este determinado o indeterminado...

6
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2° Verbos activos cuya accidn depende de la voluntad 6 conocimien-
to del suJeto.

[The AMUZCIO verb has two great divisions.
1st. Neuter verbs whose basic meaning is evolutionary, that is, verbs

that express that something is to be made, to take place, to become or to
happen independently of a determined action and beyond the will or action
of the subject, whether this be determined or undetermined...

2nd. Active verbs whose action depends on the will or knowledge of the
subject.]

Though Belmar's descripticn suffers from an inadequate control of Amuzgo
phonology, this insight into the grammar seems to be correct. Our main goal
today is to describe certain facts about Amuzgo that will put Bel mar's
observation on a sounder empirical basis, and that will demonstrate that
Amuzgo is an active-static language. First we will describe person-number
agreement in verbs) second, we will describe the various series of personal
pronouns; third we will discuss the grammatical interpretation of the
static verbs and their arguments; fourth, we will look at possible cases of
fluid subject marking; fifth, we will consider certain facts possibly
related to the absence of a passive voice in Amuzgo; and finally we will
examine the Universal Alignment Hypothesis in the light of the Amuzgo data.

3.1. Person-number inflPction
Both some nouns and some verbs can be inflected for person and number

categories which refer to an associated noun phrase. In the case of nouns,
the associated noun phrase referred to is generally an inalienable
possessor, as in (14).

(14) tzjone 'town'
tzjiinem 'my town'

tzJon'mt
tz jon's

'your (sg) town'
'his/her/its town'

tzjonmi
tzJone=ene
tzjone o'm
tzjone jots

'our (excl) town'
'our (incl) town'
'your (p1) town'
'their town'

If a noun is alienably possessed, then it is not inflected directly, but
rather it is possessed indirectly via an inflected auxiliary noun. There
are two such auxiliary nouns which function as possessive classifiers, one
for animals, shown Li (15), and another for inanimate objects, shown in
(16).

(15) kiesol 'horse'
kiesol tzjuen'em=in'm 'my horse'

kiesol tzJuen'l 'your (sg) horse'
kiesol tzjuen'3 'his/her/its horca'

(16) tzon'31 'drum'
tzon'31 njan3 'my drum'

tzon'31 'nan'ml 'your drum'
tzon'31 'nan'34 'his/her/its drum'

kiesol jn'tienmi 'our (ex) horse'
kieso* in'uOn10=4ne 'our (in) horse'
kiesol njuen'l o'm 'your (pi) horse'
kiesol nJuen's Joe 'their horse'

tzon'31 njanml 'our (excl) drum'
tzon'31 njan34=ane 'our (incl) drum'
tzon'31 'nan34 o'3 'your (p1) drum'
tzon'31 'nanm4 joe 'their drum'

In the case of verbs, the associated noun phrase referred to by the in-
flection for person and number under discussion is the subject; some
examples of inflected verbs are given in (17) on the handout.

7
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(17) a. ka1 'sweep'
past

lsg tkass
2sg tka'ss
3sg tkal
1plex test
iplin tas
2p1 tas o's
3p1 tas

b. ndyia'ss 'see'
past

lsg Jndy'iass
2sg jndyia'l
3sg Jndyia's"
1plex indy'ianl
iplin Jndy'ias=as
2p1 Jndy'is" o'
3p1 Jndy'ia"

present
maskass
maska'ss
'skat
kostas1
kostas
kostas o's
kostas

present
masndy'iass
masndyia"
noodyia'ss
kosJndy'ia31
kosJndy'iasas

3 kos_Indy' ial2 0,3
kosJndy'ia"

subjunctive
kens
ka'ss
ka1
kistas1
kistas
kistas o's
kisias

subjuntive
kisndy'iass
kisndyiel
kisndyia'ss
kisjndy'ias1
kisjndy'ias=as
kisJndy'ia" o
kisjndy'ia"

7

future
nstkass
nstka'ss
nstkal
negistas1
nsgistas4
nsgistas o's
nsgistas

future
nsdy'iass
nsdyiel
nsdyia'ss
neUndy'ia31
nelJndy'ias=as

'3 nsjndy' jai= 0,3
nsJndy'ia"

c. was 'enter'
past present subjunctive future

lsg ttJa453 maswass kuass nsguass
2sg tua'ss maswa'ss kua'ss nsgua'ss
3sg Was '5Wa3 kuas nsguas
!plex tuas1 koswas1 kua31 nsguas1
iplin We" koswat2=as kual2=as nsgual2
2p1 Was. o's koswal o's kual Ws nsgual o's
3p1 tual

d. tzans4 'snee'e'
past

koswal

present

kual

subjunctive

nsgual

future
lsg tzahlos mastzanss kistzanss nsgistzanes
2sg tzan'sm mastzan'ss kistzan'so nsgistzan'ss
3sg tzans4 Pstzans4 kistzans nsgistzans
1plex tzarist kostzansl kistzansl nsgistzans1
iplin tzan12=ans kostzant2=ans kistzan12=ans nsgistzana2=ans
2p1 tzan" o's koftzan" o's kistzan" o's nsgistzan" o's
3p1 tzar)" kostzan" kistzan" nsgistzan"

e. 'ones 'be (located), exist'
past present subjunctive future

leg t'iinss m'anss k' tines nsg'onss
2sg t'on'ss m'an'ors k'on'ss nsg'on'ss
3sg t'onss m'anss k'onss nag'onss
1plex t'onms. earls' k'tinsl nsg'onsl
iplin Van" seani2 k'on" nsg'on"
2p1 t'on1 o's Warta o's k'onl o's nag'onl o's
3p1 t'on1 Jos m'anl Jos k'on1 nsg'onl joa

The details of this person-number inflection are quite complex and will not
be dealt with here. The important thing to note is that there are also
verbs -Ihich do not show such person-number inflection. Typically such verbs
are irpropriate for inanimate subjects only) however some can occur
naturally with first or second person subjects, but nonetheless the verb
remains invariant. An example is shown in (18) where it can be seen that
differences in person and number can be signaled by pronouns, but that
there is no corresponding change in tha verb form.

8
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(18) tz'in" 'move'
s'inn Jan 'I moved'

s'inn 'us 'you (sg) moved'
s'inn an 'he/she (human) moved'
s'inn ens 'he/she (respected) moved'
s'inn o'n 'it/they (animal) moved'
s'inn an'* 'it/they (inanimate) moved'

8

s'inn jos* 'we (ex) moved'
s'inn Jan=a0 'we (in) moved'
='in" 'on 'you (pl) moved'
s'inn ens 'they (human) moved'
S'i3119 an34 'they (resp) moved'

3.2. Pronouns
The pronouns which occur in (18) belong to one of several sets of Amuz-

go pronouns, whose distributions are correlated with distinct syntactic
functions. One set, shown in (19) on the handout, is used to represent
transitive subjects, as in the examples of (20). They are also used to
refer to the possessors of nouns.

(19) Pronouns used to represent transitive subjects, subjects of
inflected intransitives, and noun possessors

1 exclusive
1 inclusive
2
3 human
3 respected
3 animal
3 inanimate

sg

0
Jun
Jonnn

0
0 '" =V,..n

0 "" =k4.0
o'n
Jo"
an34

o'n
an''

(20) a. t-Ja"1 Jon= yun-chjon=o'n 'He/she (resp) hit the child.'
past-HIT(3sg) 3sgresp PERSON-SMALL=the(sg)

b. t-Ja'nn=an yun-chjon=o'n 'I hit the child.'
past-HIT(lsg)=1ex PERSON-SMALL=the(sg)

A largely distinct set of pronouns, shown in (21), is used to refer to
direct objects; these are exemplified in (22).

(21) Pronouns used to represent transitive direct objects and subjects of
predicate nouns

1 exclusive
1 inclusive
2
3 human
3 respected
3 animal
3 inanimate

sg
Jan

pl
jaM1

jailiMagi

'un poo

enn en3
ens ann4

o'" "' an' s

an'n1

(22) a. t -ja'' yun-chJ80=8'3 ens 'The child hit him/her (resp).'
past-HIT(3sg) PERSON-SMALL=the(sg) 3sgresp

b. t-Ja's yun-chjon=o'n Jan 'The child hit me.'
past-HIT(3sg) PERSON-SMALL=the(sg) lsg

In the case of intransitive constructions, those intransitive verbs
which are inflected for person and number take the sone pronouns as those
used to refer to transitive subjects, as can be seen in the examples of
(23).
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(23) a. mamnd'uiml=im 'I am exiting.'
b. 'skimndui" Jon" 'She (respected) is exiting.'

On the other hand; those intransitive verbs which are not inflected for
person and number take the pronouns shown in (24), which are identical to
the pronouns, given above in (21), used to mark transitive objects except
in the case of third person inanimates. Some examples are given in (25).

(24) Pronouns used to represent subjects of uninflected intransitives,
and predicate adjectives

sg pl
1 exclusive jam ja31

1 inclusive Ja0=as
2 'u3 '03

3 human ens enm
3 respected ens anm
3 animal 0'0 '`' an's
3 inanimate an'1

(25) a. kom-peam an'l 'It's burning.'
present-BURN 3inan

b. kom-nduim4 Jam 'I'm slipping out.' (involuntarily)
present-COME.OUT lsg

This same set is used to refer to the subject of a predicate adjective, as
shown in (26).

(26) a. ndye' Jam 'I'm tall.' b. t'uani an'l 'It's big.'
TALL leg BIG 3inan

In the case of a predicate noun, the subject pronouns are identical to
those used to refer to a transitive object, given in (21), even in the
third person inanimate, as can be seen in (27) and (28).

(27) a. tzanm -skul Jam 'I'm a woman.'
PERSON-FEMALE lsg

b. juanml=an'm tzanm4-s'ai ens .'John is a man,'
JOHN=the(sg) PERSON-MALE 3humsg

(28) takes wem njanm an'31 'That basket is mine.'
BASKET that THING(lsg) 3inan

Finally, to complete the presentation of pronoun sets, the independent
pronouns, used as the object of a preposition, or when a pronoun is focused
or topicalized, are given in (29).

(29) Pronouns used for objects of prepositions, topicalization lnd focus
sg p1

1 exclusive jam Jam'.

1 inclusive Jas=a0
2 'um ''''

'u'3 '03 .., '0,3

3 human Jus "" JusJus Jos
3 respected Jonas ".' JusJonsm Jo'anm4
3 animal Juso's ''' Joso's Jego's
3 inanimate Jusan'l Josan'l

The situation just described is that of an active-static languag. Some

10
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intransitive subjects, those of the inflected verbs, are treated like
transitive subjects, whereas other intransitive subjects, those of the
uninflected verbs, are treated like transitive direct objects. However,
this system of case marking is limited to first person, second person,
third person human, and third person singular respect pronouns. Third
person plural respect pronouns and third person animal pronouns are
undifferentiated, possibly because they seem to be reduced forms of full
nouns, as indicated in (30); and in Amuzgo, full noun phrases are also
undifferentiated for case.

(30) a. n'anss
nans4-
ans4

b. kio's
kis-
o's

c. 'runs
run's ". flans-
an's, 4. an'sl

'persons'
'persons'
3rd person
'animal (s)
'animal (s)
3rd person
'thing(s)'
'thing(s)'
3rd person

(reduced pretonic form)
plural respect pronoun

' (reduced pretonic form)
animal pronoun

(reduced(?) pretonic form)
inanimate pronoun

Third person inanimate pronouns are marked nominative-accusatively, and
also may be derived from ar. independent noun, as suggested in (30c). Note
that this split system of case marking seems to violate the case-marking
hierarchy identified by Silverstein (1976) since his study would predict
that nominative-accusative marking should be found minimally in first
and/or second person pronouns, and lastly among 4nanimates. At the moment,
we have no explanation for this apparent anomaly.

3.3. The arammatical analysis of static verbs and their arauments
Based on the distribution of pronominal forms, it seems reasonable to

call the uninflected verbs static verbs and the verbs inflected for
person-number, active verbs. We would now like to consider the formal
properties of static verbs. In particular, we would like to consider
Sapir's suggestion that static verbs may well have direct or indirect
objects with a dummy third person subject, as in the German construction
mich hunaer 'I am hungry'.

The first relevant fact is illustrated in (31). The present forms of
many static verbs, irrespective of the person and number of the
accompanying noun phrase, are marked by the prefix kos-. This is the form
of the present marker found with plural subjects in the inflection of
active verbs as can be seen by referring back to (17) on the handout. The
presence of this prefix suggests that the verb is formally plural and that
there is absolutely no concord with the accompanying noun phrase.

(31) koskioss Jas
koskioss 'us
koskioss ens
koskias Jasi
koskias Jas=as
koskias 'os
koskias ens

I am falling
you (sg) are falling
he/she (human) is falling
we (excl) are falling
we (incl) are falling
you (pl) are falling
they (human) are falling

There are also cases of static verbs, illustrated in (32), where the
present prefix shows normal concord with the accompanying noun phrase, as
if it were the subject, though the verb stem itself remains invariant as if
the accompanying noun phrase were not the subject. We do not yet understand
why some verbs behave like the example in (31) and others like the example
in (32), though the latter class seems to be normal for derived causatives.
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(32) ma5tziutei5s ja5
ma5tziestz'i50 'u5
'etziwtei501 ens
ko5nan"1tei5o Ja51
kosnan'stz'imos Jasimaa
ko5nan'stz'i50 Po5
ko5nan'1tei5e ens

I am moving
you (sg) are moving
he/she (human) is moving
we (excl) are moving
we (incl) are moving
you (pi) are moving
they (human) are moving
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Now consider the fact that there are a number of verbs which can be
used either actively or statically, and whose static form appears to be
identical to the third person plural of the active form, as in (33).

(33) a. "sindyi'510 'he peels' b. "IJu55
ko5jndyiP55 'they peel' ko5tua1
ko5indyi'50, 'it is peeled' ko5tuas

'she is grinding'
'they are grinding'
'it is being ground'

Such forms suggest that the static verbs are formally third person plural
verbs being used impersonally. However, the situation is not so simple. In
Amuzgo, it is quite common for active verbs to employ the past tense form
of a verb as a plural stem in non past tense forms. Examples can be found
in the sample paradigms given in (17a) and (17b). As illustrated in (34),
when some of these verbs are used statically, the static form also uses the
past stem, as if there were a plural subject. However, the tone of the
static form is distinct from the tone of the third person plural form;
rather, it is identical to the tone of the third person singular active
form.

(34) a. "5"ue1
ko5tyPue5
ko5ty'ues

'he is massaging' b. 'eskas

'they are massaging' ko5ta5
'it is being massaged' ko5ta1

'she is sweeping'
'they are sweeping'
'it is being swept'

There are also cases where the stem of the static form is clearly identical
to the stem of the third person singular active form, though the present
prefix is that which is used with plural subjects, as in t35).

(35) a. "snon'5
ko5nons
ko5non'5

'he is planting'
'they are plantings'
'it is being planted'

b. Po'Kens
ko5'Ffon-s
ko5Psens

'he is digging'
'they are digging'
'it is being dug'

Finally, there are some verbs for which the static form, though clearly re-
lated to the active form, involves a slight modification of the active
stem, generally a nasal prefix, as in (36).

(36) a. "esleios 'he is pulling up' b. PojNon50
ko5tye5 'they are pulling up' ko5JKons
ko5ndyesa 'it is being pulled up' ko5Won50

'he is sticking on'
'they are sticking on'
'it is being stuck on'

Curiously, the plural prefix used with nouns is also a nasal, and is
occasionally employed with verbs to form a plural stem, as in (36.5).
Once again the impression is given that static verbs are being marked for
plurality.

(36.5) a. tz'a55 (sg), nd'as (p1) 'do'
b. cheue5a (sg), ndy'ue5" (p1) 'rob'
c. chiu'mp (sg), ndy'iusa (p1) 'urinate'
d. ti'5 (sg), ntPisa (p1) 'defecate'

Our third set of remarks involves those verbs which have suppletive
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singular and plural stems. This is a very common feature of Amuzgo active
verbs. Some examples are given in (37).

singular stem
"u0 "uas 'ua'aas
juts.;

w'is*
t'iosso
tzo*
ndyot
ku'sa
chu
ko"
we's 4' Witia peio's

plural stem gloss
wet drink
juet2 oblige
wJes* be fierce
tyuesaa cry
ndal sleep
nkyos come
tye"s shell, thresh
chol carry
ta's put, stand
wJes die

Overwhelmingly, the suppletion refers to the number of the subject, not the
direct object, though there are a couple of cases of the latter given in
(38).

(38) singular object
tzkue'll
nan"akue'0
y'onam

plural object
tzkwJe0
nan'akwJela
wjas

gloss
kill (sg subJ)
kill (pl subj)
seize

Such suppletion is much less frequent with static verbs, but we do have two
examples, given in (39).

(39) a. kios° (sg), kia* (pl) 'fall'
b. ntykwila (sg), ndyues (pl) 'finish, be all gone'

The present forms of (39e' are given in (31) on the handout where it can be
seen that the stem agree- with the accompanying noun phrase in number, even
though the present prefix is invariably plural and there is no person
number agreement of the sort normally found with active verbs. In addition,
some, though not all verbs which distinguish singular and plural stems in
the active form and which can be used statically, continue tc distinguish
the number of the static noun phrase. An example of this has already been
given in (32).

The data that we have just reviewed concerning the grammatical analysis
of static verbs and their arguments is rather typical of Amuzgo. One has
the impression that there is a limited number of parameters which can vary
but that all possible combinations are apt to occur. Furthermore, tint
conditions for determing which particular combination will be used are far
from obvious. In most cases they appear to be purely morpholexical; and
when phonological factors or semantic factors might intervene, the relation
of these to the particular parameters chosen appears to be wholly
arbitrary. In the present instance, the static stem varies between being
third person singular and third person plural, manifesting various
intermediate possibilities as well. We have tried to summarize this
behavior schematically in (39.3).

13
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(39.3) Formal properties of the static stem
3cg 3p1 example
+ - rnn'm 'sow'

jndyi'm° 'peel'
Juma tua' 'grind'

f+tone f-tone
t- segments L+segments

f-tone
/n+segments

f+tone f-tone
n +segments tn+segments

'Lies ty'uem 'rub, massage'

k'iol tye3 'pull up, pluck'

jiTonse 'stick on'

Ai -Far the argument which accompanier the static verb, its behavior is
also variable, ranging from total lack of agreement to agreement in number
with the verb stem and in person an number with the present tense
prefixes, with at !east one intermediate possibility. This behavior is
summarized in (39.6).

(396) Agreement with static noun phrase
present prefix stem number example

'uel ty'uem 'rub'
kio" kiao 'fall'

+ (no examples)
tzio- nan's- (causative)

Given these circumstances, no definitive conclusion concerning the
grammatical rale of the static noun phrase and the grammatical form of
the static verb seems possible until further types of evidence are
.uncovered.

3.4. Fluid subject marking
As noted earlier, Chocho was shown by Mock to have fluid subject

marklng. That is, certain intransitive verbs can be used both actively and
statically with a corresponding difference in meaning. According to Dixon,
there are just a few such languages; 1r lists Bats, Eastern Pomo, Crow and
Choctaw as examples, to which Chocho can now be added. Amuzgo also seems to
have fluid subject marking. However, the clearest examples we have found
are cases where an active verb which is generally transitive can be used
statically with a passive like meaning. Such cases are well illustrated in
(33) through (36) on the handout. In favor of these examples, it might be
pointed out that transitivity is not overtly marked in Amuzgo verbs, so
it is not strictly relevant to distinguish brAween fluid subject marking
with transitive or intransitive verbs.

It should be noted that the semantic effect of using ar active verb
statically is not necessarily to distinguish controlled and uncontrolled
actions. In some cases static verbs can contrast in this regard. Consider
the example in (40).

(40) a. s'imo Jam
b. sietz'ielm
c. sigitz'ima jam

' I moved (due to some exterior force)'
' I moved (s.t.)'
'I moved (under my own power)'

(40a) is a static verb whose associated noun phrase is a patient. From it,
a causative verb can be formed via the prefix tz(i)0-. The resulting
causative can be used actively as in (40b) or statically as in (40c). When
it is used statically, it seems to refer to willed, voluntary movement
where the associated noun phrase is simultaneously both agent and patient,

14
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in contrast to the original static verb.

Cases of fluid subject marking are much harder to find with typically
intransitive verbs. The best examples we have are given in (40.5).

(40.5) a. nodui't
kosndui'l

b. "skiendyi'34
ko3ndyi'34

'he/she/it is exiting (person or animal)'
'it is exiting (f.ex. gas escaping from a
tank, water coming out of a faucet or out of
the ground)'
'he/she/it is inside (person or animal)'
'it is inside (but did not enter under its own
power)'

In other cases, active verbs are used irrespective of ..`ether the subject
controls the action or not. For example, the active verb in (41) is used to
mean 'it's whistling', whether it's a person who is willfuly whistling or a
teapot whistling because the water it contains is boiling.

(41) "stiul 'he/she/it is whistling'

If Amuzgo does indeed have fluid subject marking, it is difficult to
understand why it is not exploited in cases such as this one.

3.5. IhggbisieoiceigAmuzgo
We would next like to consiaer briefly the possibility of a relation

between the active-static properties of Amuzgo and the apparent absence of
a passive voice. We have already shown how the fluid subject marking
permitted in Amuzgo produces the semblance of active-passive pairs, as in
(33) to (36). Indeed, due to the complications in the formation of the
static forms described earlier, one might wonder whether the static form
shouldn't be considered a type of passive voice rather than the result of
fluid subject marking. We have not opted for such an analysis given the
non-systematic properties of the construction, the clear relations to third
person verb forms, the fact that many static verbs do not have active uses
and some active verbs do not have static uses, and the fact that
semantically, the static use of an active verb does not necessarily have a
passive meaning, as in (40c). However, it does seem that the static forms
of active verbs do occupy functional space akin to that occupied by the
passive voice in languages which have one. In addition, there are two other
characteristic features of the language which help to make a passive voice
unneccesary. For one thing there are a fair number of stems which seem to
have a basically passive sense, from which an active form can be derived
via the causative prefix. This is reminiscent of the situation described by
Boas and Deloria (1941) for Dakota, another active-static languaye (this
passage was t.rought to our attention by Perlmutter 1978, p. 165 and
Perlmutter and Postal 1984, p. 99):

There is a fundamental distinction between verbs expressing states and
those expressing actions. The two may be designated as neutral and
active. The language has a marked tendency to give a strong preponderance
to the concept o state. All our adjectives are included in this group,
which embraces also almost el verbs that result in a state. Thus a stem
like "to sever" is not active but expresses the concept of "to be in a
severed condition", the active verb being derived from this stem.

That is, in Amuzgo, as also in Dakota, the passive sense tends to be
unmarked and the active sense marked, in contrast to the English or Spanish
equivalents, where the evert marking is often just the reverse, though
admittedly English verbs are in fact often ambivalent. Some examples are
given in (42).

15
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(42) a. tiu3s 'break/romperse' tzistiu3s
b. tzus 'get lost/perderse' tziski3tzus
c. kwes 'get dressed/verstirse' tzkwes
d. nuen"30 'be spread/tenderse' tzionuen'3e
e. ntJu'3 'get clean/limpiarse' tzisntJu'3

13

'break/romper'
Plose/perder'
'dress/vestir'
'spread out/tender'
'clean/limpiar'

A third feature of Amuzgo which seems to be related to the absence of a
passive is the frequency of lexical pairs which express meanings which
might be expressable with active-passive pairs in a language with a
passive. Some examples are given in (43).

(43) a. kwja's
b. teas
c. tzia31
d. kwii'3
e. kwji34

'hit' chu'03
'begin (s.t.)' tye's3
'make, construct' ndes
'take out' ndui''
'write' ndui34

'be hit'
'begin (i.v.)'
'be made, be constructed'
'exit'
'be written'

We would like to suggest that the features may be all interrelated
and that therefore the absence of A passive vo;c'A' can be seen as a
structural feature correlated with active-static case marking. Naturally,
many more active-static languages will need to be examined before the
plausibility of this proposal can be fairly Judged. We are also fully aware
that a similar relation was once suspected for ergative languages though it
is now known that at least some strongly ergative languages, and here we
have in mind the Mayan family, can also have well developed passives.

3.6. The Universal Alionment Hvoothestt
The final topic that we would like to treat here today is the relation

between the active/static distinction in Amuzgo on the one hand, and
the unergative/unaccusative distinction recognized by the Universal
Alignment Hypothesis on the other hand. To a great extent, the two
divisions correspond. In (44) on the handout, a representative sample of
acti "a verbs is given which includes verbs which would presumably be
expected to be unergative according to the Universal Alignment Hypothesis.

(44) Active verb
a. physical manipulations - 'ual 'cut', 'us.' "rub', 'ndyil2 'squeeze',

'man34 'clear (land)', Jndyi'3" 'peel', Jndy'el 'scratch', we''
'clean', mans 'wart'', men's 'hit', y'on30 'grasp (sg. object)',
tan'31 'split', ndyui30 ndyue' 'step on, kick', nchJe3
'squeeze', k'ios 'pull up, tear', kwja'' 'hit; play (music)'

b. oral activity (consumption) - 'us ' 'ua3 'ua's3 we' 'drink',
ndO316, 'chew', kwa'3 'eat', kis 'bite, eat (fruit)', ti's 'suckle',
ti's 'suck', wi3s ' wets 'lick'

c. communication - tee 'answer', wasnon3 'read', 'man3 'call,
communicate', ken' "pedir', ksn'34 tan"Is 'beckon, summon',
kwJi34 'write, draw, choose, photograph', tkwi' 'complain (about
pain)'

d. manner of speaking - tit**. 'whistle', tai 'sing', tzo3 tz003
tzu'3 ndue3 'say', nko3 'laugh', t'io310 tyueme 'cry'

e. mental activity - wa3Jnan"0 'know, be acquainted with', nchJi3s
ngio' 'know (a fact)', wa3ngue's 'obey', we3ndo'34 'wait for', nan3
'put up with, stand'

f. perception - nd'ue3 'look for', ntii30 ndio' 'find, obtain',
ndo3nJonis 'look below', ndyia'30 'see, look at', ndyi315 ndye'
'hear, listen', tan34 'smell'
manner of locomotion - waskas 'walk', ma3ntyJa3 'fly, float',
naswas 'fly', nan3non3 'run'

g.
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h. movement - wa" 'enter', we"t'ios 'cross', we's ' tzke3 'arrive
there', we"non" 'pass', wanwa" 'go up', wankuen" 'go down', wanke's
'get in', ndui's 'leave', ndyos ' nkyo3 'come', kwje'"es ' tzkes
'arrive here', ntkwe'3 'return', man"non" 'travel, go around'

i. involuntary bodily process - ti'3{ ' nt'iln 'defecate', tzan34
'sneeze', tzoe ' ndas 'sleep', chiu'3d ndy'iuln 'urinate', tan"
'vomit'

j. transfer - Jndi 'sell', JWon" 'send', tzkonkjons" ''' to'lkjons"
'send', nda'34 'receive a gift', tziu1' 'accept', nkiae 'give',
tyion3 'pay', k'ons 'distribute, give out', te3jndie 'lend, help'

k. placing - Jonms 'stick in one's hand', tyi'34 'put in', tyio3 'put
on', thud ' chos 'carry, load', ke3ndya'30 'remove', ken" 'put
on', tyke's 'throw out', kwji'm 'take out of

1. body movement - wa" ' man's 'lie down', na"kjon 'get up'
m. "causative" verbs formed by the prefix tz(i)0- ' flan's- -

tzi"ndu'"4 'extinguish', tzintyPue" 'scare', tzinntyje's 'boil',
tzies'mans 'show', tzinxuan 'shout', tzinnens 'talk, converse',
tzintiun" 'think', tzk'ui'3D 'bark', tzinJnonn 'dance'

n. miscellaneous - jun" ' Jueln 'force, oblige', 'man"4 'smoke',
nd*P30 ' nesdasn '1' n8da'1 'take a bath', nkyu'is ' nkyPoln
'play', kon'sxen"s ' to"xen" 'measure', wa3ntyje'3a 'take care
of', ndes 'copulate', kas 'sweep', konko" 'get married', kwen 'get
dressed'

However, there is also a considerable number of active verbs which appear
to be unexpected; these are given in (45).

(45) "Unexpected" active verbs - "15.indin ' '0Jndu'3 '"Jndii"
"sjnde" 'be strong', Jmen'34 'feel hot', Jndyesn 'be firFA', jnan"
'come from', jndyu3 'be named', jnan's 'be well studied', we"ken"
'turn into, turn', wi'ln 'feel sick', we"Jndya'e 'get tired',
wa3jndyes2 'rest', wankjo'n 'get full (of food)', wa"ndo'3 'be awake,
be alive; stay up late', we'" ' w'i61 ' w'io'3 ' wje3 'die',
Mei" 4' wje" 'be fierce', wiekje'e 'wake up', nnkien 'be afraid',
m'an38 'exist, be (animate)', ma"yan'12 'be bad', ya'12 'be healthy',
ten'34 'feel cold', tjon" 'happen to', nen'12 'be happy', n'uan3
'save oneself, get well', ntkwil 'wake up', ntJo"" 'be mounted',
nduiPes 'be used to', ndyi" ' ndyon ' ndyu'3 ' ndyen 'get drunk',
ndy""4 ' to'" 'be inside' (static in plural), ty'ue3 'be afraid',
xjen'es 'have recently given birth', chu'e" ' ch'o12 'be hit',
chui"nPonn" 'be mistaken', KJon" 'be inside'

Consider also (45.5), where the verb 'be inside' is seen to be active in
the singular and static in the plural. This would seem to indicate that
the active static distinction in Amuzgo is not based entirely on semantic
factors.

(45.5) ndy"i"" 'I am inside' to'n Ja31 'we (ex) are inside'
to'n jan=an 'we (in) are inside'

ndy,'31 'you (sg) are inside' to'5 'o3 'you (pl) are inside'
ndyi' 34 'he/she/it is inside' to'n en" 'they (hum) are inside'

In (46) on the handout, a representat4ve sample of static verbs is
given which seems to be consistent with the Universal Alignment Hypothesis.

(46) Static verbs
a. natural phenomena - we's 'rain', nan'1 'thunder, explode, be born'
b. aspectual predicates - nd4s 'finish', ntykwi5 ' ndyue3 'be over,

be all gone', +Ye)" 'begin'
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c. duratives - ntjol 'stay'
d. predicates whose "subject" is a patient - 'uass 'be twisted

(inanimate)', 'uass 'be twisted (animate)', "5101e3 'be put away',
Pons 'be born (plant)', nduis 'be born', ties 'grow (animate)',
nsdi"3 'grow (plant)', ty'iuss 'cook', tyje'1 'boil', kwis 'dry',
kans 'dry', Was 'burn', Pmens 'get fat', wa'ss 'tan, brown', to's
'rot (wood, cloth)', US's* 'rot (fruit)', to's nan's 'come
untied', nan30 'open', t#'1 'close', ton* 'break, crack', non
'slip', nkes 'topple', ku12 'leak', kwe's 'splash', tye's 'fall in
drops', npss 'ripen'

e. "versives" formed by the prefix ndis- - ndisnkwan" 'become shady',
ndi"styi'Inkyo"*. 'appear', ndisJndye3 'be plentiful', ndissil
'become wrinkled', ndiskimndyes 'sting', ndis'sjans 'become
yellow', ndisJans 'get dark', ndistel 'go sour', ndistyal 'get
rich', ndiskiljndyPe* 'tremble', ndisk'e3s 'stink'

It is also surely relevant to recall that the subjects of predicate
adjectives and nouns are marked like transitive objects, as illustrated
above in (26), (27) and (28). These are distinct from static verbs since
they are not marked for tense/aspect/mood, but nonetheless they are related
in 'waning.

There are also a few static verbs which on a priori grounds might be
expected to be active; some of these are shown in (47).

(47) "Unexpected" static verbs - nd#12 'poder', tzistiu* 'whistle at',
tzisntja's3 'fight', tzistJab3 'be absent, commit an error', ju'*
tjue's 'jump (distance)' (= 'throw' when used actively)

The verb tzistiul 'whistle at' is especially curious. It is the only verb
in our sample which is static and which also takes two arguments, both of
which are represented by the static pronouns, as can be seen in (48).

(48) mas-tzis-tiu* jai 'us 'I'm whistling at you.'
present-causative-WHISTLE lsg 2sg

Naturally, there is no reason for the surface forms of Amuzgo to be
completely consistent with a postulated abstract distinction. It is well
known that semantically based categories can become grammaticalized and
thereby lose some of their original motivation. Gender classes in Indoeuro-
pean and Bantu offer particularly notorious cases. There is no reason to
doubt that the active-static distinction could also suffer such a fate,
which might help explain some of the anomalies in the Amuzgo data. However,
it is also possible that there are general principles at work here which we
have not yet fully discovered.

4. Conclusion
We have presented data which shows Amuzgo to be an active-static

language. Though our goal has been primary descriptive, we hope to have
shown that the descriptive effort can productively interact with general
theoretical concerns. Mort specifically, we have found that the Amuzgo
pronominal cases seem to contradict the predictions made by the Silverstein
case-marking hierarchy; we have considered the implications of the Amuzgo
data for the Uhlenbeck-Sapir debate on the proper analysis of static verbs,
and found them to be contradictory; we have found a type of fluid subject
marking which seems to function more like a pseudopassive than to signal
the difference between controlling and non-controlling subjects; we have
suggested a link between active-static structure and the absence of a
passive voice; and we have noted a relatively large number of verbs which
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are active though they should be static if the Universal Alignment
Hypothesis should prove to be valid. Thus, the interplay of description and
theory provides us with problems which will help to direct future research
on Amuzgo ar'd which indicate weak points in our theoretical apparatus that
need to be clarified.

We would also like to point out that, while the descriptive enterprise
properly attempts to reveal the inner structure of each language in its own
terms, there are also important issues where a comparative and/or areal
perspective can potentially contribute to better descriptions. For example,
Jamieson (1976) has described a distinction between personal and impersonal
verbs in Chiquihuitlan Mazatec, like Chocho, an Otomanguean language of the
Popolocan branch. This contrast apparently corresponds to the active-static
distinction described here. It seems clear that attention to the issues
related to the morphosyntactic case-marking typology can provide an
important unifying theme for those worKIng an Otomanguean languages, a
theme which will help define productive directions for future research and
which promises to help specify the ways in which these languages are
similar or distinct from one another.

An areal perspective also seems called for. For example, Waterhouse
(1962, pp. 26-27) recognizes a distinction between what she calls
intransitive verbs and process verbs in LGwl and Chontal, a non-Ctomanguean
language of Oaxaca usually classified as Hokan; and Turner and Turner
(1971, pp. 323-325) describe a similar distinction between what they call
intransitive verbs and semitransitive verbs in the Highland dialect. In
both cases, it appears that the distinction is between active and static
intransitives, thereby suggesting the importance of examining the areal
distribution of this phenomenon in Oaxaca and beyond. For it must be
remembered that languages are not simply abstract formal entities which
conform to ideal structural principles; they are also social phenomena
whose speakers interact and influence one another in multiple ways. If
Amuzgo deviates from our expectations with regard to active-static
languages, it is not necessarily due to some peculiarity of Amuzgo or to a
weakness in our theoretical understanding; it may also be due in part to
the dynamics of the areal interaction ir, which speakers of Amuzgo have
taken part ,.or millenia.

Finally, we would like to recall that linguistic theory is in a
constant need to expand its empirical data base. This need is especially
pressina in the case of the many languages of the world which, for
political, economic or social reasons, will probably soon be extinct. We
hope that the facts beginning to emerge about the case-marking systems of
Otomanguean languages will help stimulate further research in this
fascinating, challenging and relatively neglected group of languages.
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Minor corrections made as of 14 January 19873

* * * "I'm late! I'm late!", said the white rabbit it Amuzgo. * * *
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